Machines and Humans
Long before implants, splicing, and cyborgs, people and machines have lived as companion species, co-evolving. It is evident that machines are not neutral parties: We communicate through machines, we are frustrated by machines, we assign power to machines, we lay blame on machines, we cuddle up with machines, we wage war through machines, we invest hope in machines, we let our lives depend on machines, we are scared of machines. Incredibly influential are the elements of machines that we did not consciously design into them, such as the sounds they make, the vibrations, the movements and the gestures. Machines in our daily lives, often without ever being consciously acknowledged, influence self-conception, expression, social perception, and perception of responsibility or action. In the following projects. I have explored the potential for new relationships between humans and machines, relationships which undermine the presumed boundaries that distinguish humans from their machines, inverting to a certain degree their respective roles.
Wearable Machine-Organs
Wearable Body Organs is a series of very visible, spectacular or carnivalesque even, play-use objects-devices-equipments that offer context sensitive functionality for their wearer and simultaneously announce their own need for existence by being used in public (without being hidden and small as is the trend with consumer gadgets and self-helping devices, hearing aids. PDAs, artificial organs, and colostomy bags. ScreamBody. Cry-Body. SleepBody, EatBody, HoldBody, FightBody, HideBody, HouseBody.) Rather than being hidden and made to go unnoticed, these "products" are designed to be noticed, as this is key m their functionalitythey are social-critical activists.
The wearable apparatuses function as transitional objectsthey allow bridges between the person's internal experience and the outside world in situations in which the person would otherwise not be able to make that possible. Each apparatus acts to call attention to the social repression addressed by the very need for the existence of the device. Participants access sensorial energy that has been implicitly or explicitly put to sleep by enculturation.
ScreamBody. the first of this series, is a portable space for screaming. When a user needs to scream but is in any number of situations where it is just not permitted, ScreamBody silences the user's screams so that he or she may feel free to vocalize without fear of retaliation, and, at the same time, records the scream for later release where, when, and how the user chooses.~' " 2_Scream Body
Machine Therapy
Critical work happens in the connection between people and machines in the live action psychoanalytic sessions of Machine Therapy. The machines I use in this project have expressive and engaging behaviors, and their strength of character and neurotic propensities are foregrounded. As a machine therapist. I facilitate a communication and empathy between the machines and people. I set up the situation. The people and machines, finally becoming revealed to each other in their full polymorphisms, have a lot to say to each other and learn from each other and argue about and discover.
3_ Stiils Irom Machine Therapy Session
Exploring further the concept of human noise and machine noise, I began singing with large machines in public spaces, discovering that I could achieve resonance with the sounds of their motors. I wanted to access in a useful way all the noise pollution, to invert it. Rather than plug my ears and eyes and hide from it, I began singing with the monstrous machines in public spaces, city construction, demolition, and road work sites. Jack-hammers provided a safe place to scream, a sonic shelter.
The motor sound was experienced then as inseparable from my own voice, like when singing in resonance with another person. I experienced a connection with these machines as if they were body extensions. Sometimes I felt that I was controlling the motors of these giagantic machines with my voice; sometimes I felt that they were pulling me along. They brought me through expressions physical and vocal that I would have found in no other way. This experimental balancing act and communication with the machines facilitated personal exploration, discovery, and development.
Blendie
Blendie is an interactive, sensitive, intelligent, voice controlled blender with a mind of its own. Materials are a 1 950's Osterizer blender altered with custom made hardware and software for sound analysis and motor control. People induce the blender to spin by speaking its languageby vocalizing the sounds of its motor in action. A person may growl low pitch blenderlike sounds to get it to spin slowly, and the person can growl blender-style at higher pitches to encourage Blendie to speed up. Sometimes Blendie revs up with something to say of its own, rather than simply responding and empathizing.
An empathic opportunity is made manifest emphasizing and utilizing the aspects of blenders that have not been designed into them intentionallyi.e. their incredible sound and vibration -but that nevertheless have large roles in our interaction and approach to life with them.
